What happens when you sneeze with your eyes open?
synopsis

Thomas is terrorising his younger sister when he accidentally ﬁnds a way to enter
into a magical, fantastic, parallel world. He is then met up with a strange little talking
creature who offers to help him get home, but ultimately betrays Thomas in the end.
On top of this, they are chased by a huge beast known as a mancor. Thomas must
now fend for himself in getting back to his world before he is captured.

production overview

Husband and wife team, Ryan and Hyojung, worked for two years, full time to
produce this fully self funded short. Also supported by a small handful of talented
people, this dedicated team was able to produce an immense amount of high quality
animation in what ultimately proved to be a monumental task for such a small crew.
As a ﬁrst time director, Ryan was able to begin to satisfy his desire to entertain with
this 13 minute story full of heart and adventure. The ﬁlm makers hope you enjoy
watching this as much as they enjoyed making it!
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ryan grobins (writer/director/producer/artist)

Spanning a 15 year career in the CG and animation industry across 6 countries, Ryan, a
native of Australia, quickly fell in love with the areas of 3D lighting and compositing. Having
risen to the role of a Lighting Supervisor, he routinely oversees lighting departments in
various productions, helping to keep them running smooth while outputting their best work
in a timely fashion, and all while having a good time of it! Sneeze Me Away marks Ryan’s
debut as a writer and director, which began as an idea 8
years ago, and slowly kept devleoping in the back of his
mind until July of 2007, when he started production on it.
With the completion of this short, Ryan has begun adapting
a feature length version of Sneeze Me Away, as well as
beginning development of his next short animated ﬁlm. He
currently lives in South Korea with his wife, Hyojung.

hyojung kim grobins (lead background painter)
Born in South Korea, Hyojung attended university in
Sydney, Australia, majoring in digital Media. After working
in a few studios in the roles of matte painter and texture
artist, Hyojung begun work on Sneeze Me Away with
Ryan, producing concept art, and painting most of the
backgrounds for the 200 shots in the short. She is currently
pursuing her own personal interests, and rues the day Ryan
comes to her with another hair-brained scheme....
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For more information about Sneeze Me Away, please visit:
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